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But so is the man of the hour. He is
Richard L. Simmons, and though his col-
leagues at the University of Minnesota might
question his attire, they don’t question his
intellect. 

“He has a unique ability to connect ideas—
to emphasize what is important and what isn’t
important—and to synthesize a new concept
out of those ideas,” says Timothy Billiar. 

He should know. Billiar, Simmons’s suc-
cessor as the University of Pittsburgh’s chair of
surgery, was a research fellow in his lab in
Minnesota. “People would flock to Dr.
Simmons’s lab meetings,” he recalls, “to pres-
ent in front of him or hear what was being
presented, because they would get ideas.” 

Simmons’s CV lists 16 books and more
than 1,200 articles on topics such as trans-
plantation, immunology, and surgical infec-
tions. His widely referenced Surgical
Infectious Diseases (his coauthor is Richard J.
Howard) was the first of its kind when it was
published in 1982 and is now in its third edi-
tion. Meanwhile, during his 19 years at the
University of Minnesota, Simmons helped
direct its world-renowned kidney transplant
program. He also led the US Army Surgical
Research Team in Vietnam. 

Since his recruitment here in 1988 by
Thomas Detre, then the senior vice chancellor
for health sciences, to lead the Department of
Surgery, his faculty’s research on nitric oxide
(NO) set the stage for understanding the mys-
teries of this molecule. A host of new treat-
ments have sprung from that understanding
(including Pfizer’s development of Viagra).

Perhaps most noteworthy—thanks to harness-
ing NO’s ability to impede the narrowing of
blood vessels—is applying NO to keep cardiac
patients’ blood vessels open after they’ve been
dilated during surgery. Yet, rather than giving
a standard press-release response concerning all
those accomplishments, Simmons prefers to
quote Saturday Night Live character Chico
Escuela: “Besball bin berry, berry good to me.”

In 1998, at the age of 65, he stepped down
as chair of surgery, but his workweeks have
not lessened. Simmons is the University’s vice
chair for surgical research and also medical
director of UPMC (where he is in charge of
patient safety, and where he has been convert-

ed to wearing a shirt and tie). When he bumps
into one of his protégés these days, he’s still like-
ly to ask, “What have you done today that will
make me famous?” 

He has been known to rub people the wrong
way, however. Billiar remembers Simmons ask-
ing interns in Minnesota, “Why are you killing
my patient?” 

Though Billiar admits the half-comical, half-
serious question offended some, he appreciated
his boss’s point: “It was a way of making the
doctors think very hard about what they had
just ordered or done to that patient.” 

It’s clear Simmons’s nontraditional thinking
and actions—seasoned with a healthy dose of
wit—are his trademarks. His style appealed to
Detre during his search for a chair of surgery in
the late 1980s. “Dick has a most engaging smile.
He is self-deprecating; you would have the feel-

ing he doesn’t take anything
seriously, most of all not him-
self. Now, for one of the most
prominent academic surgeons
in this country, this is unusual

behavior,” says Detre. 
He’s been counted among the “Best of the

Best” by the Archives of Surgery; is a past presi-
dent of the Society of University Surgeons,
American Society of Transplant Surgeons, and
Surgical Infection Society, among other elite
organizations; yet there are no signs of ostenta-
tion on Simmons’s office walls. No awards or
diplomas, even though Billiar reveals he must
have crates full somewhere. “They’re in card-
board boxes in the basement,” admits Simmons.
He would rather talk, however, about what he
has instead chosen to hang on his walls: a col-
lection of rare textiles. Most prominent is a cen-
tury-old Ecuadorian poncho.
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“The history of surgery is the history

of doing the wrong operation.”

nother lab meeting. Another standing-room-only 
crowd. They eagerly await the main attraction. He 
arrives, looking not quite the star. He wears no tie.  
Not even a collared shirt. In fact, his jersey still has

hints of perspiration from his bike ride to work. As for his cor-
duroys, there are a few strategically worn holes in the backside. The
others, crammed into the room, are dressed more like doctors. For
good reason. They are doctors. 
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“I think it’s beautiful,” says Simmons. He
expatiates on its creation—harvesting the cot-
ton, spinning the yarn, the tie-dye techniques
used, the weavers, the embroiderers. . . . He
knows so much about this piece; yet it’s just one
of hundreds in his collection. And that isn’t
counting the 1,000 or so textiles he has donated
to the Minneapolis Institute of Arts. 

Simmons is just as willing to chat about
another unusual collection in his office—four
bright orange aluminum chairs. As university
office décor goes, they stand out like Nittany
Lions in a room full of Panthers. They were
recently featured in an aluminum exhibit at

the Carnegie Museum of Art. 
“I’ve always liked chairs,” he says, shrug-

ging. “Chairs are like people, except they don’t
talk a lot. They have a front and a back, a his-
tory. These aluminum chairs, they are techni-
cally remarkable because the aluminum and
the plastic are extruded together so there is no
glue, no bolts, no joints, no dowels. It comes
out as one piece. Terrific!” 

His deep curiosity regarding a given arti-
fact’s design and history is a tip-off to what
makes him such a significant scientist. 

“Everything deserves investigation,” he
points out. “The history of surgery is the

history of doing the wrong operation. It has
taken all kinds of investigations in order to
discard these operations. And the history of
medicine, in many respects, is the history of
discarded therapies.”

“Dick thinks like an internist,” says Detre.
“He somehow thinks that surgery has a
momentary advantage in clinical medicine
and our best hope is that we will acquire the
necessary knowledge so we won’t ever have to
use the knife.” That philosophy isn’t totally
unprecedented for a surgeon. “I’m sure,” Detre
says with a smile, “you would find two or three
more like him out of the many thousands.” �

Richard L. Simmons sits in the “throne,” which was

once in the office of his late father, also a doctor.JI
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